
POLICY AGREEMENT
the Weekly Yum

POLICIES:
1. Scheduling: Video Sessions must be scheduled before payment so as to ensure there is ample availabil ity for 

the client to receive video production services within the monthly subscription period. Clients may call  

504-534-3220 to schedule.

2. Rescheduling:  Clients may reschedule within 48 hours of the video session by call ing 504-534-3220. Clients 

may leave a message or speak with a Weekly Yum representative. E-mails are not guaranteed to be seen in time to 

reschedule. We will  do our best to accommodate rescheduling the session. Excessive rescheduling may be cause 

to terminate this agreement. 

3. Payments:  Video sessions will  not start until  payment is made in full .  Clients may pay on-line (with 3% on-line fee),  

by check or in cash. For custom quotes please refer to the invoice and payment deadlines l isted on the individual 

contract.

4. Filming on-location: Clients must be ready to film within 15 minutes of the videographers arrival otherwise 

the session is compromised and the client will  not receive the full  amount of footage required to create quality 

edited videos. If you need to re-schedule after we have arrived there will  be a $150 charge for the new video 

session date. The Weekly Yum is a responsible and safe partner and will  respect all  environments and customer 

interactions inside of the restaurant. Our videographer will  dress and interact in a professional manner consistent 

with your restaurant culture.

5. Video approvals/revisions: Clients must approve final videos by written e-mail.  To benefit from the video’s 

current nature approvals should happen quickly within a day. We allow for several small revisions such as graphics, 

text, edits. If you require additional post production editing we charge $65 per hour for that service. If you need a 

full  re-shoot additional fees will  apply.

6. Media storage: Clients receive a cloud based folder for storage of all  of their videos created through the 

Weekly Yum. We will  maintain this folder for up to a year after the video is approved. Clients are encouraged to 

download all  fi les as soon as they are available. After a year they will  be removed and are no longer accessible.

7. Copyrights: Clients share copyrights with the Weekly Yum to raw footage, photography and final videos. 

Clients are able to download and distribute all  final media created by the Weekly Yum for the purpose of advertising 

their restaurant. The Weekly Yum reserves the right to promote it’s video production and media services by using 

said media in it’s promotions and portfolio. The Weekly Yum does NOT share copyrights in regards to individual 

graphics, motion graphics, music, voiceovers and any additional branding assets created to complete the final 

media and videos. Clients receive shared copyrightsof final videos only when full  payment is received.

8. Media distribution: Clients are responsible for distributing their final videos themselves or they can 

purchase our additional Social Media Management service and or our Media Placement service. Only with these 

additional services will  you receive support as it pertains to how and when to post, hashtags, feed/post 

interaction, monitoring, campaign content, analytics and ad placement.

9. Permissions and Releases: Clients agree to indemnify and hold the Weekly Yum harmless against any and all  

claims, costs, and expenses, including attorney's fees, due to materials or talent included in the video, media, or 

post at the request of the Client for which no copyright permission or privacy release was requested, or for which 

uses exceed the uses allowed pursuant to a permission or release. The Weekly Yum will  provide each client with 

talent release forms for on-camera talent but it is up to the client to make sure they are signed, completed and 

archived.


